Twenties Girl

Lara has always had an overactive imagination. Now she wonders if she is losing her mind.
Normal twenty-something girls just dont get visited by ghosts! But inexplicably, the spirit of
Laras great aunt Sadie - in the form of a bold, demanding Charleston-dancing girl - has
appeared to make one last request: Lara must track down a missing necklace Sadie simply cant
rest without.Laras got enough problems of her own. Her start-up company is floundering, her
best friend and business partner has run off to Goa, and shes just been dumped by the love of
her life.But as Lara spends time with Sadie, life becomes more glamorous and their treasure
hunt turns into something intriguing and romantic. Could Sadies ghost be the answer to Laras
problems and can two girls from different times end up learning something special from each
other?Everybody loves Sophie Kinsella:I almost cried with laughter Daily MailHilarious ...
youll laugh and gasp on every page Jenny ColganProperly mood-altering ... funny, fast and
farcical. I loved it Jojo MoyesA superb tale. Five stars! Heat
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sophie's introduction. â€œTwenties Girl is a little different from my other books, as it's the
only one to feature a ghost! I wondered what readers would think of the. Lara Lington has
always had an overactive imagination, but suddenly that imagination seems to be in overdrive.
Normal professional twenty-something young. 2 Jul - 1 min - Uploaded by Transworld Books
Lara has always had an overactive imagination. Now she wonders if she is losing her mind.
8 Dec - 29 sec - Uploaded by crumpetgirl Enjoy! *This is NOT a real trailer. (LOL this is a bit
short, laziness!) Lara - Natalie Portman Sadie. 26 Feb - 1 min - Uploaded by Kristen Meli An
unofficial trailer about the book 'Twenties Girl', by Sophie Kinsella. I'd love to see it as.
Written with all the irrepressible charm and humor that have made Sophie Kinsella's books
beloved by millions, Twenties Girl is also a deeply moving testament.
The hilarious romantic comedy from NUMBER ONE BESTSELLING AUTHOR Sophie
Kinsella. If you suddenly had a friend that only you could.
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